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Message from the MIC
After the extreme cold temperatures in the middle of February, we were back to normal temperatures by the
end of the month. As spring begins later in March, our dedicated staff is ready to confront whatever weather
awaits us and assist the people in our region.
Starting March 2nd, our office will be providing virtual spotter talks. Trained spotters are some one of the
most important people that can assist our office. We have the tools, training and technology to assist us in the
warning process. However, trained spotters can assist our office with providing ground truth. If you want to help
your local community, become a trained spotter today. Training is free of charge and you may repeat it as often
as you wish.
As our office provides a continuous weather watch, we will also find more ways to communicate the potential
impacts that weather has in our communities. Effective communication will assist those where weather impacts

them on a daily basis. At the end of this newsletter is a Weather-Ready Nation (WRN) Ambassdor newsletter. We
will be adding this as a feature in future newsletters to spread the word about this unique program. Organizations
that want to learn more or join the program should contact our office.
As your MIC, I promise that our office will continue to improve and provide the best services possible to our
communities.
Ed Holicky, Meteorologist-In-Charge
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It Was a Cold One
It only seemed like last issue when we were talking about a record breaking early snowfall for the TriState area. Well February, not wanting to be left out of the party, decided to give us another event for the
history books. The middle of February brought us an event where we observed record stretches of days below 32°F, record low maximum temperatures and plenty of record low temperatures. But before we dive
into those records, let’s take a look at the setup for the event.

Wednesday February 3rd

Thursday February 4th

On February 3rd the area was experiencing a day with well above average temperatures with highs in the
60’s and 70’s. However, a cold front was moving south toward the area (it looks like 2 on the map but it was
actually just one boundary). It’s
not uncommon for this time of
year to go from warm to cold
with the passing of a cold front
and it actually brought the area
closer to average in the 40’s for
Feb. 4th. Cold air moved in behind the front along with surface
high pressure and another typical
system passed. This would be the
first of multiple fronts and the
beginning of a takeover of cooler
air. As a graphic we posted on
Feb. 5th highlighted, the cold air
was expected to last through at
least the next 10 days.
A graphic posted on February 5th highlighting the upcoming cold.
Continued next page...
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Record cold, cont.

And last, the cold temperatures
did. After Feb. 6th, Goodland did not
get above freezing for 13 days as a
broad trough aloft set up over the
continental United States. For those
unfamiliar, a trough aloft is a U
shaped feature on a 500mb plot of
heights (example pictured right).
What this often means is that
heights are decreasing. This decrease
in heights is due to colder air moving
in and contracting the column of air
since cold condenses air and heat expands it. However, the trough was
not the only feature that set up over 500mb maps showing the trough, red line is a guide for the general pattern.
the area.

We looked at the pattern higher up in the atmosphere, and it lined up perfectly with what you would expect from an arctic air mass. An area of high pressure set up and dominated over the center part of the nation, remaining in place through the cold weather, as seen in the graphic below. The colder air is more
dense and as a result, increases the pressure at the surface.

This was an historic event. As alluded to earlier, quite a few records
fell during this time period.
For Goodland, from Feb. 12th to
Feb. 15th the record low maximum
temperature was broken each day. A
high temperature of -1°F was observed on Feb. 14th. Record lows
were set as well on the 14th and 15th
with the low of -24°F on the 15th
breaking the record for lowest temperature ever observed in the month
of February at Goodland. This is on
top of wind chills getting down into
the -30’s.
Surface maps from February 8th to February 14th.
Continued next page...
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Record cold, cont.

Just a week after this event
wrapped up, temperatures warmed
into the 70’s, which brought a couple
of places within 6°F of a record
high. The warm up between the
morning of February 15th and the
afternoon of the 23rd resulted in extreme temperature changes ranging
from 83°F to 98°F warmer.
These extreme temperatures in the
Tri-State area could be on the record
books for many years to come.

NWS Goodland Goes Virtual
In a day and age where the world has come to rely on virtual meetings to stay connected, forecasters at the
National Weather Service office are turning to virtual means to continue to provide office tours and school talks.
October was a busy month for virtual trainings, tours and school presentations. At the start of the month,
NWS Goodland unveiled four winter spotter training videos talking about various topics including winter weather
safety and measuring winter weather.
On October 12th, NWS Goodland hosted its first virtual
office tour. Utilizing Google Hangouts, meteorologist
Amanda Wekesser led the tour which highlighted forecasting tools such as satellite, how National Weather Service forecasters put together the forecast, issuing warnings during inclement weather events and the importance
of spotter reports.
“Radar can give us a good idea of what a storm is doing, but spotter reports fill in the finer details of what is
happening,” said Wekesser.
Meteorologist Amanda Wekesser giving our first virtual tour.

The tour ended with an explanation of several tools
meteorologists use to measure weather such as a weather balloon and a rain gauge.

If you are interested in participating in a virtual office tour or a school weather talk, please contact our office.
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Kids Korner: Make a Spinning Beaufort Scale
The Beaufort scale was one of the first scales to estimate wind speeds using visual observations. This
scale has been adapted over the centuries to estimate winds over water and land on a scale of 0-12. Use the
attached chart and follow the directions below to make your own Beaufort scale!

What you will need:
2 sheets of heavyweight paper
Small circular plate (for tracing)
Ruler
Markers, crayons, or colored pencils
Scissors
1 paper fastener
Instructions:
1. Using one sheet of paper and the small plate, trace the outline of the plate onto the paper.

2. Using a ruler, divide the circle into 12 even segments.
3. Looking at the chart on the next page, draw and color 12 simple pictures to visualize the wind speed
with the 0 and 1 ratings combined into one segment (see example above). Below each drawing write
the scale ratings, the wind speed in mph, and a short description.
4. Cut out the circle and set aside.
5. Using the second sheet of paper, trace or draw a smaller circle. This circle should be large enough to
cover the words on your scale, but not the picture.
6. Cut a V-shape into the smaller circle that is the size of one segment in the larger circle. Be careful to
stop cutting before you reach the center of the circle.
Place the smaller circle over the large one and join together using a paper fastener.

How to use the scale:
Now that you have a better way to see how strong the winds are, you can use the scale every day! When
storms occur, you can safely be indoors while matching what you see happening outside with the pictures
on your scale to get an estimated wind speed. If you notice strong winds, use this scale to find a wind speed
range and have an adult contact your local National Weather Service office!
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Kids’ Korner, cont.

More fun activities!

Do you like playing computer games and learning more about weather?
We have just the thing for you! Visit the website SciJinks. SciJinks offers a ton of fun simulations and
games that cover everything from creating your own tornado and exploring how the temperature of the
ocean influences hurricane strength to how to protect satellites from bad space weather.

Looking for more games, weather information, and other fun activities?
The National Weather Service has their own Outreach Activities and Materials webpage. This webpage
has some great resources for young aspiring meteorologists, including:
Hot Seat: You be the Forecaster! - warning simulator
Owlie SKYWARN Storms Ahead coloring book
Resources for all ages on topics ranging from weather safety to space weather
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Real Stories of NWS Goodland in Action
Benkelman, Nebraska Evacuation
On January 15th, 2021 a large wildfire broke out near Benkelman, Nebraska. Nearly the entire High Plains
was under a High Wind Warning that started the day before where wind gusts of
60-70+ mph occurred. During the night the wind combined with the drought
conditions which led to a favorable environment for wildfires. There also happened to be other wildfires in Red Willow County Nebraska and southeast
Rawlins County Kansas that were reported to the office that same night.
Around midnight on January 15th, on duty meteorologists noticed a “Hot
Spot” appear on satellite just to the northwest of Benkleman. A call to Dundy
County dispatch confirmed that first responders were working a “large” wildfire.
NWS meteorologists also contacted the assistant emergency manager to ensure
she was aware of the fire, and to ask if we could render any assistance.
”Hot Spot” seen on satellite.

National Weather Service (NWS) Goodland meteorologists continued to
monitor the area on satellite as a smoke plume was then able to be seen on radar.
Around 3AM the Assistant Emergency Manager for Dundy County
contacted the office and requested for an evacuation order to be issued for the residents of Benkelman as the wildfire was headed for
town. Residents were asked to evacuate toward the east or west on
Highway 34, and to use caution as smoke was causing near zero visibility along the highway.
The NWS Goodland office sent out a Civil Emergency Message at
the request of the assistant emergency manager to evacuate the town
on Benkelman. This was the first time an evacuation order had been
sent out in the history of the Goodland office. The meteorologists on
duty sent out multiple social media graphics and updates highlighting
Smoke plume seen on NWS Goodland
radar.
the evacuation order. The intention was to increase residents’ awareness of the evacuation order including the location of the fire and
event updates sent to the NWS by the assistant emergency manager. Throughout the early morning hours
the NWS stayed in contact with the assistant emergency manager and provided any additional weather
updates, including a forecast specifically tailored to the area of the fire, as the high wind event was still in
progress with gusts of 50-60 MPH blowing the fire toward Benkelman. The fire was eventually contained
around 7am very near the Skyline Grill in Benkelman on the edge of Highway 34. The evacuation order was
lifted by the assistant emergency manager shortly afterward.
As this fire was ongoing, another hot spot was detected on satellite imagery in southeast Rawlins County
during the overnight hours. An alert was issued to first responders about the potential fire. A call was also
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Evacuation, cont.

made to the emergency manager of Rawlins County to inform him of the fire and to ask if any other assistance was needed. A forecast for the area of the fire was requested by the emergency manager, which
was sent out a few minutes later. The emergency manager later informed the office the forecast information for the fire helped responders save at least one structure from burning.

Social media post regarding the evacuation
seen by nearly 55,000 people.

The Benkelman Fire was a great example of how NWS offices
work with local leaders and emergency personnel to help better
protect life and property when significant events arise. The use
of social media during this event was critical, even at three in
the morning, as close to 55,000 people saw the original Facebook post regarding the evacuation order. Using social media is
a great way to stay informed of breaking information, so make
sure to follow, or continue following us on Facebook and
Twitter.
Overall this was a rare occurrence and a multitude of lessons
were learned by the meteorologists on duty which were passed
along to others in the office to help us be prepared for similar
events in the future.

True or False?
**The radar at Goodland, KS spends most of its time "listening", or waiting for the signal it sends out to
return back?
The answer is
.
The time to send out a signal from the radar is infinitesimal compared to how long the radar waits for
the signal to return back to it.

true

**A car will not protect you from being struck by lightning.
The answer is
.
The metal frame of a car will direct the lightning around you and into the ground because metal is a conductor of electricity. However don't try this with a convertible!

false

**Tornadoes do not occur in the mountains.
The answer is
.
July 21st, 1987 a tornado caused a damage swath of 24 miles long and 1.5 miles wide at elevations ranging from 8,500 - 10,000ft in the Teton Wilderness and Yellowstone Park. The tornado was rated an F4.
false
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Climate Corner

One Month Summary
The one-month outlook shows the possibility of above normal temperatures
and below normal precipitation.
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Climate Corner

Three Month Summary
The three-month outlook shows the possibility of above normal temperatures
and below normal precipitation.
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City**

Year to Date
precip (in.)

Normal Year to Departure From
Date (in.)
Normal (in.)

Goodland

0.76

0.83

-0.07

Burlington

0.40

0.76

-0.36

McCook

0.59

1.08

-0.49

Hill City

0.56

0.93

-0.37

**Data as of February 26, 2021
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Useful Links
· Storm Prediction Center
- www.spc.noaa.gov
· Weather Prediction Center
- www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov
· Climate Prediction Center
- www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov
· Climate Data
- www.ncei.noaa.gov
· CoCoRaHS
- www.cocorahs.com
· Weather Models
- www.ncep.noaa.gov
· Space Weather
- www.swpc.noaa.gov
SciJinks
-scijinks.gov/

Contact Us
National Weather Service
920 Armory Road
Goodland, KS 67735
Phone:
785-899-7119
Fax:
785-899-3501
E-mail:
w-gld.webmaster@noaa.gov
Website:
http://www.weather.gov/gld
Facebook:
http://www.facebook.com/
nwsgoodland

Twitter:
https://twitter.com/NWSGoodland

